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At the time when the proposal for "Closet
Photography"
was presented, almost no visual pieces had
been produced which specifically related to the project.
The proposal was based on a particular mode of working
which I had often followed in the past for other portfolio
projects; so in a sense, the proposal represented a
forecast based on past experience.
The conceptual, aesthetic, and technical
problems which specifically developed while work was in
progress on the "Closet Photography" exhibit are presented
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SCOPE AND BACKGROUND OF THE THESIS
My present photographic involvement grows out of a
fascination with the physical qualities of particular non-
silver printing techniques. There are inexhaustible
possibilities of transforming a given photographic image
through the use of non-silver processes in combination with
drawing and hand-applied color. A single negative can be
used to produce a tremendous variety of prints all of which
use the initial image as a source to be visually modified
through changes rendered by the photographer's personal
choice of process, print manipulation, and color.
What I propose to do as a starting point is to take
photographs of clothing objects which are familiar and
easily recognizable. Through print and negative manipula
tion, I hope to give the viewer the feeling that the cloth
ing has certain animate qualities. A. variety of prints
describing each of the photographed articles will be
produced; when viewed collectively, these prints should
give the impression that the clothes possess infinite
physical properties.
The choice of a somewhat mundane subject matter is
based on the desire not only to transform common objects
but also to reduce the impact of the imagery so that
pictorial content does not overshadow the concern with the
photographic process. The involvement here in viewing the
prints should not only be in the symbolism inherent in the
photographic rendition of the supposed realism of an
object but It should also be in the physicality of the print
as "an object in itself. The intention is that the abstract
qualities of the print will take the image beyond the





All the original negatives used for the exhibit will
be black and white and of a 2 1/k or 35 mm format. The
majority of these negatives will be printed in non-silver
processes: van dyke brown, cyanotype, gum bichromate and
single-matrix dye transfer. Hand coloring, combination
printing and possibly drawing will be used to further
transform each negative in order to add emotional emphasis
and to stress or obscure certain characteristics of the
initial Image.
After preliminary work with these various processes,
I will narrow the choices down to those most appropriate.
Prints for the exhibit will be chosen on the basis of
visual compatability and will be unified by style, content,
and color.
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CONCEPTUAL PROGRESSION OF THE THESIS WORK
In order to further an extended variation in
the ways of seeing the clothing photographed, I limited
the number of actual objects used as subject matter to
twelve. This limitation speedily revealed each new
visual idea. Each shooting session represented a slight
variation on the preceding one; and each session worked
on an idea which grew out of the earlier ones but did
not exactly repeat the methods previously used. Basically,
three loosely knit groups of work developed from, this shoot
ing process.
The earliest work was involved with an almost
documentary approach to the subject matter. The beauty
of the clothes themselves, their diaphanous quality and
the way they transmitted light, the details of the
embroidery, design, and construction were at first
fascinating.
This fascination, however, soon wore off. I felt
that by creating such representational photographs, I was
not revealing enough of my own individual imagination. The
photographs were beautiful but not particularly unique the
clothing was unique but the clothing was someone else's
work of art, not mine.
The next step was to use an out-of-sync flash
with long exposures while shooting. This produced blurring
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which seemed to be caused by movement from within the
clothing. Another technique used was to employ very long
exposures and fan the objects so that they would appear to
be self-propelled. This produced results very similar to
the flash exposures.
The photographs from this second group of
negatives produced images with a somewhat ethereal
quality to them. The subject matter did not appear to
have any firm materialism. It was quite clear that the
viewer was looking at clothes but these were not clothes
one wore; these were almost dream visions. The clothes
seemed to float through the air in an unexplained manner.
Some of the images included blurred, undefined, en
vironmental spaces.
A third group of photographs grew out of these
blurred images. This final group was much more
anthropomorphic in its orientation. The clothes were
placed in postures which mimicked those of humans. By
using an out-of-sync flash again in the shooting, the
clothes appeared to initiate their own movement. Some of
these images imitated human action to a point where it
seemed humorous that the people were not inside the
clothes. However, at other times, these images were
mysterious and threatening, as though the people within
them had unexplainedly died or disappeared.
For the final exhibition, all three groups of
-3-
photographs were hung and were not seperated into distinct
categories. I felt by scattering the images the variation
in attitude and ways of seeing the original objects would




The prints for the first more representational
photographs were done in Cyanotype, van Dyke brown, and
single -matrix dye transfer. The Cyanotype and van Dyke
brown processes, however, seemed limiting mainly because
of their lack of color variation. These processes had
the advantage, however, of being very accurate in their
rendition of the detail from the original negative and
for that reason were particularly suited to the docu
mentary aspect inherent in the earliest images. To
partially compensate for the lack of color variation, I
lightly hand-colored some of the delicate details and
shaded certain parts of the images.
The single -matrix printing turned out to be an
impractical process since the matrix had a tendency to
break down within the third printing. The materials also
were prohibitive in their cost. The prints produced by
this process, however, were more delicate and more intricate
in their rendition of detail than any of the other
processes used for the exhibit.
The majority of the prints included in the final
exhibit were Gum Bichromate. These had the advantage of
allowing great color variation and lent themselves to
extended surface manipulation. The earliest prints in
this process avoided all use of black in the pigment. The
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resulting prints, therefore, were warm and airy in their
feeling. Since the original objects and situations
photographed were all white on white, the color choices
were completely based on personal preference at the time of
printing. The later prints employed some black pigment
which greatly changed the depth of the tonal quality.
These images seemed more three-dimensional than the earlier
ones, and, often, due to the use of blacks, also had a
much more somber tone. All of the gum prints were slightly
hand-worked using subtle drawing and light hand-coloring
for isolated details. The prints were coated and exposed
from three to six times to build up three-dimensionality
and color variation. All of the contact negatives were
continuous tone and only one negative was used for each
print .
The Gum Bichromate process does not lend itself
to reproducing sharp detail. Since it was used with
images that were blurred to begin with in this ca.se, this
possible drawback was of little consequence. The process
seemed to be suited to large l6 x 20 format where the
viewer would not be concerned with intricate detail but
vrould tend to stand away from the print and be more





Formulas and procedures for gum printing are
numerous and easily obtainable and vary from individual to
individual. The following information represents a
synthesis of several different formulas I have tried.
1. Size the Paper
Use good quality paper that can withstand
repeated soakings and heavy handling. Rives Heavyweight
is excellent.
Size: 3 packages of Knox gelatin to 1 quart of room-
temperature water. Let this stand for 10 minutes then
warm it up to approximately 80F or to whatever point the
solution becomes smooth.
Presoak the paper in warm water for 5 minutes.
Then soak the paper in the gelatin solution one to two
sheets at a time for two to three minutes. Squeegee the
excess gelatin off the paper by dragging it over a glass
rod or wooden rulerrj thi^ T-rill also remove bubbles.
Hang the paper to dry. Repeat the gelatin
procedure a second time. Dry the paper again; always
hang the paper to dry in the same direction.
Harden the gelatin coating by dipping the
paper in a dilute Formaldehyde solution (^ ounces of
Formaldehyde to one gallon of water) . Be sure there is
-7-
good ventilation for this step; the fumes are extremely
harmful. Hang the paper to dry. You do not need to
squeegee it this time.




Ammonium or Potassium Bi- or Dichromate
(Potassium is less sensitive to light and needs a longer
exposure). To make a stock solution, mix l*f grams of
Dichromate to 5 ounces of distilled water. Store the
solution in an amber bottle.
Working Solution for Sensitizer:
1 part gum
1 part Dichromate
1-2 drops Photo Flo (working solution)
pigment
Use a good quality water color or water soluble paint.
Thalo blue, Prussian blue, and some van Dyke browns are nbt
compatible with the sensitizer and will not work well; you
will have to experiement with different colors.
3. Coat the Paper
The paper is sensitive only after it is dry.
Therefore, coating can be done under subdued room illumina
tion; it is a good idea though to avoid, direct sunlight or
long exposure to artificial lights since some fogging might
occur. Ml* only enough sensitizer for immediate use. Mix
the pigment with the gum first and check to see that it is
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the desired intensity; then add the Dichromate. The
Dichromate will add a strong orange cast to the color this
does not affect the final results.
Apply the sensitizer to the paper with even brush
or sponge strokes; first vertically and then horizontally.
Do not over do the coating; too thick a layer of sensitizer
will drop off during development.
k. Dry the Paper
Hang the paper to dry in a light-tight place.
Drying can be speeded up by using a hair dryer. Try to
keep the drying time consistent and short.
5. Expose the Paper
Use sunlight (open shade), an arc light, or
other high-intensity light source to make the exposure.
Determine the exposure length by making a test strip first;
start with half-minute intervals. Usually exposure times
vary from
*J8 minutes. Color is based on the amount and
intensity of the pigment in the solution, not on the length
of the exposure.
6. Wash the Paper
Float the print face down in hot (9.0F) water.
Do not agitate the paper. The gum and pigment will begin
to melt off the unexposed (highlight) areas. Every 5
minutes, place the print in a
new warm bath. When the
yellow cast and unexposed areas have cleared, carefully
remove the print from the bath. Do not touch the print
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surface while it is wet or damp. The emulsion is
extremely fragile and will lift off. However, you can
retouch your print while it is wet by gently touching only
the areas you wish to remove or reduce this takes practice.
If you wish to clear the print highlights further, you can
place the print in a final bath made up of the following:
Potassium Alum 25 grams
Water to 1 liter
Leave the print in this bath for five minutes, then follow
with a ten minute cold water bath.
7. Dry the Paper
Dry the print on fiberglass racks or on top of
a clean blotter. Do not hang it up; hanging can cause the
emulsion to run off. Print flattening can be done after
all the printing is finished. Dampen the print from the
back with a wet sponge; then tape the print to a flat
surface with masking tape on all sides. The print should
stretch out and dry flat.
8. Miscellaneous Notes
Several layers of pigment may be applied to the
print. To insure proper registration with multiple
printings and to prevent shrinkage, the paper may be
re-sized with each new exposure. The need for re-sizing
can be determined after making a few test prints.
Tone can be built up by applying a light color
first and giving a long over-all exposure. Further
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coatings l'lhich increase in color density can be applied 
and shorter exposures used. This will result in the clear 
areas of the negative having darker or more intense color 
than the dense areas. 
Large quantities of prepared sensitizer will 
not keep; therefore, it is advisable to mix only enough 
for immediate use. This also applies to sensitized paper; 
do not try to store paper with sensitizer on it; plan to 




GUM BICHROMATE TEST STRIP
(Second Color: Gold Metallic Fleck)
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II. Van Dyke - Brown print
Sensitizer:
Ferric Ammonium Citrate 2.5 grams
Distilled water (80F) 1 oz.
Oxalic acid 0.^ grams
Mix thoroughly. Tighten lid on container of Ferric
Ammonium Citrate to avoid hardening caused by air moisture.
Add Silver Nitrate 1 gram
Silver Nitrate will burn skin handle with care.
Allow sensitizer to digest for c% hours before using.
Coat the Paper:
Coat in the dark or under subdued light. Allow
to dry thoroughly. Expose by contact printing under sun
light or high-intensity artificial light. Determine
exposure by running a test strip with half minute intervals,
Developer:
Borax (20 Mule Team) 1 teaspoon
Water 1 quart
Process for 5 minutes in subdued light.
fixers
Sodium Thlosulphate 1 tablespoon
Water 1 quart
Process for 5 minutes in subdued light.
Wash:
Wash in at least 5 changes of water. If the




Fabric and very porous papers will require more
exposure than normal printing papers.
Ironing the print after it has been washed and
while it is still
damp"
will give a much darker over-all
tone.
For a formula using Tartaric Acid Instead of
Oxalic Acid, see Kodak pamphlet AJ-5, Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, New York. The results are almost
identical to those of the above formula.
Illustration II
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VAN DYK3 PRINT WITH INK DRAWING
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III. Cyanotype - Blueprint
This formula gives the best results of all the different
ones I have tried. It is taken from Arnold Gassan's
"Handbook for Contemporary Photography," which is available
through Light Impressions, P. 0. Box 3012, Rochester,
New York 146H*.
Emulsion:
A. Ammonio-citrate of Iron 50 grams
Distilled water 250 cc
B. Potassium Ferricyanide 35 grams
Distilled water 250 cc
Store in dark bottles or in the darkroom.
To use:
Mix Part A and Part B in equal volumes. Place
in a flat plastic or glass tray. Metal will contaminate
the solution. Float the paper or cloth in the solution or
sponge or brush the sensitizer onto the material. Hang
to dry in a dark place. The unexposed paper is yellow-green.
Contact print by inspection make a test strip. Print until
the principal dark .ires are visible. The image appears
blue-grey. Wash the print in water until all traces of
yellow have cleared. A few drops of hydrochloric acid will
intensify the blue if added to the first wash bath.
Make sure the sensitized material is thoroughly
dry before exposing; purple stains and incomplete images
result otherwise. Sunlight gives a very rich blue tone but
-17-
an arc light or UV lights can be used as a light source.
Cyanotype needs quite a long exposure and has a tendency
to fade considerably during washing. It is important to
wash blueprints thoroughly; at least 10 changes of water
are a good idea and a combined soaking time of at least
/half ah hour.
Clothespins and other items which might have
touched the Cyanotype solution should be kept away from






IV. Transparencies for Non-Silver Contact Printing
1. Continuous Tone Negatives:
There are several different methods for making
a large-format continuous tone contact negative. The
following is the method I have found the easiest to control,
For the positive: Project your original negative onto
Kodalith and develop this In D-72 or Dektol mixed 1 part
developer to 18 parts of water. Ilfolith seems to be
contrastier so I develop it in D-72 or Dektol mixed
1 part developer to 20 parts of water. When the developer
is diluted more than for normal printing paper use, be
sure to change It constantly during your darkroom session;
generally do not process more than the equivalent of one
8 x 10 sheet per ounce of developer stock used. Except
for the change in the developer, follow the instructions
included with the film. Always do a test strip for each
original negative; check the density by placing it flat
down on a white surface. Your positive will be slightly
flat and should have all the detail you hope to have on
your final print.
For the negative: Project the
H- x 5 positive onto the
large size Kodalith. Follow the processing instructions
but for the developer use 1 part of D-72 or Dektol to
10 parts of water. For Ilfolith use 1 part of developer to
12 parts of water. This negative should be slightly
contrastier than a normal full-tone 35 mm negative. You
20-
will have to do test strips for both your positives and
negatives to get a feeling for the type of contrast you
want. Contrast can be controlled by changing the developer
to water ratio; this change may be made either during the
positive or the negative step. Necessary burning and
dodging should also be done as with a regular paper print.
Since non-silver printing is done by contact, burning and
dodging are almost impossible and since the non-silver
print does not use contrast controlling developers, all
contrast controls must be done by controlling the contrast
of the contact negative .
2. Direct Duplicating Film:
Kodak has a direct duplicating film which allows
you to project an original negative onto a film which when
processed according to the instructions included with the
film will give you a copy negative with continuous tone.
I have found this film a little flat for my purposes but
many people feel it gives the best results.
3. High Contrast Transparencies :
For hi Ah contrast transparencies, use Kodalith,
Ilfolith or Autoscreen half-tone and follow the in
structions included with the film. The original negative
must first be projected onto ^ x 5 film and then this must
be projected again onto the desired film size for your
print.
-21-
For more information on graphic arts films
read: Photographic Materials for the Graphic Arts,






V. Single -Matrix Dye Transfer
This information is based on data from Larry McPherson
and Kenda North, Columbia College, Chicago, Illinois.
1. Expose through the base of the matrix film (emulsion
down on easel). As with most sheet films, the emulsion
side is UP when the notched corner is on the upper right.
2. Develop in DK-50 (straight) for 5 minutes at 68.
(HC-110 may be substituted, and contrast can be controlled
by dilution of the developer. HC-110 diluted 1:^ is the
same as straight DK-50.)
3. Wash in water (68 ) for 5 minutes. It is advisable
to use two trays, and make several water changes.
k. Bleach in R10A for 5 minutes. (After 1 minute room
lights may be turned on.)
NOTE: During the above steps, the matrix should be
handled with a No. 1 (red) safelight. All processing
should be completed with the matrix emulsion side DOWN.
Agitation should be consistent if processing more than
one sheet of film, agitate by moving the bottom sheet to
the top repeatedly. The emulsion of
the matrix is VERY
sensitive, and can be scratched easily.
5. Hot water wash off in
120
running water. Make several
changes of water with rapid agitation until no milkiness
remains.
6. Chill rinse for 1 minute in
68
water.
7. Fix in plain hypo for 3 minutes (no hardener).
2k.
N0T3: Steps 5 through 7 can be carried out in room light.
The matrix film should be processed emulsion side UP, one
sheet at a time.
8. Rinse in 68 water, dipping and draining several times,
and hang to dry.
FORMULAS:
DK-50 and HC-110 stock solutions are mixed according to
directions included with the developer.
Plain Hypo (non-hardening fixer)
Dissolve 1 pound of Sodium Thisulfate in 2 quarts of water,
about 125. Cool before use.
OR mix Kodak Rapid Fix as directed but leave out the
hardener.
R 10A Bleach
Part A: 500 ml water
20 grams ammonium bichromate
k ml sulfuric acid
add water to make 1000 ml.
Part B: 1000 ml. water
k$ gr?ons NaCl (table salt)
Approximately 1 cup to a gallon of water
Working dilution for R 10A is:
1 part A, 1 part B, 6 parts water
To process two 8 x 10 sheets of matrix,
use 2 ounces of
Part A, 2 ounces of Part 3
and 12 ounces of water.
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Before processing matrix film or printing with
dye transfer materials, it is advisable to read the in
structions which come with the film, dyes, and paper.
Printing is done in much the same manner as for normal
dye-transfer printing except that the matrix is
hand-
colored with pre-mixed dyes. Use a small soft brush or
Q-tip for the coloring.
-26-
Illustration V
SINGLE-MATRIX DYE TRANSFER PRINT DETAIL
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